2017 WINTER HOUSE of DELEGATES—NEW MEMBERS

Juan Amieiro—delegate, Puerto Rico VMA
Michael Bailey—alternate delegate, Pennsylvania VMA
Philip Borst—alternate delegate, Indiana VMA
Bonnie Bragdon—alternate delegate, AAIV
Scott Bryant—alternate delegate, South Carolina AV
Steve Dullard—alternate delegate, Illinois State VMA
Fred Gingrich—alternate delegate, AABP
Jennifer Glass—alternate delegate, Idaho VMA
Wendy Hauser—delegate, AAHA
Jennifer Krueger—alternate delegate, Maryland VMA
Darryl Leslie—alternate delegate, New Mexico VMA
Chuck Meyer—alternate delegate, Oregon VMA
Kristen Obbink—alternate delegate, AAFSPHV
Lindy O'Neal—alternate delegate, Arkansas VMA
Richard Panzero—alternate delegate, Arizona VMA
Jodie Pettit—alternate delegate, Iowa VMA
William Sander—alternate delegate, District of Columbia VMA
George Seiler—alternate delegate, West Virginia VMA
Diana Thome—alternate delegate, Washington VMA
Libby Todd—delegate, Alabama VMA
Patricia Turner—alternate delegate—ASLAP
Michael Zager—alternate delegate, Georgia VMA